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All We Know of Pleasure - Enid Shomer 2018-11-27
A groundbreaking anthology of well-known female poets that broadens
traditional notions of erotic poetry.
The Bluewater Affair - Cindy Gerard 2003
Pregnant Susannah Hobson, who's been abandoned by the father of her
baby, is devastated when her stepmother is killed. Comforted by Travis
Dean, Susannah puts them both in danger as she learns more of her
stepmother's secrets. Original.
Bdsm Story - Nina Rains 2018-08-09
Three short BDSM romance stories in one bundle! A dominant daddy
figure, Thomas Anderson, gives younger women their first sex lessons on
spanking, submission and other wild taboo play. What will the women
learn about erotic domination and theirselves? Contains the following
books: Daddy's Secret Mountain House: Baby's First Spanking Bad
Daddy's Fantasy: Dark Mountain Dom Daddy: Little Taboo Play
Publishers note: This bundle consists of three full-length standalone
romance novelettes that will arouse your fantasies and remind you of
sexual etiquettes. It is filled with steamy erotic scenes from the start to
the end. It includes BDSM scenes between younger women and an older
man. All characters are at least 18 years old. This book is strictly for
adults.
Minx - Julia Quinn 2009-10-13
It takes a minx to tempt a rogue...Beautiful and feisty Henrietta Barrett
has never followed the dictates of society. She manages her elderly
guardian′s estate, prefers to wear breeches rather than dresses, and
answers to the unlikely name of Henry. But when her guardian passes
away, her beloved home falls into the hands of a distant cousin. And it
takes a rogue to tame her...William Dunford, London′s most elusive
bachelor, is stunned to learn that he′s inherited property, a title...and a
ward bent on making his first visit his last. Henry is determined to
continue running the Cornwall estate without help from the handsome
new lord, but Dunford is just as sure he can change things...starting with
his wild young ward. But turning Henry into a lady makes her not only
the darling of the town, but an irresistible attraction to the man who
thought he could never be tempted.
A Wife for the Duke - Kathy Leigh
A widowed duke, still in love with his first wife, a young woman longing
for her first love… Sebastian, Duke of Broadwell, has no intention of
remarrying, but an unexpected discovery of a codicil in his grandfather’s
will disrupts his pleasant life. He must be married on his forthcoming
birthday or forfeit his inheritance. Bowing to the inevitable, Lord
Sebastian invites a select group of potential brides to a house party.
Almost against his will, the duke finds himself charmed and delighted by
Amelia Hartford. But Amelia, raised in a quiet country town, finds the
sophisticated world of the haut ton overwhelming. Further complications
face Lord Sebastian and Amelia when the petty jealousy of a rival for his
attentions threatens their safety. Will they find a way to stop her before
her jealousy goes too far? Publisher's Note: This steamy historical
romance contains graphic scenes and a theme of power exchange.
Jaden's Double Doms - Gale Stanley 2012-09-01
[Menage Amour ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Menage a Trois
Romance, M/M/M, shape-shifters, consensual BDSM, spanking,
whipping, light bondage, HEA] Jaden West and his Dominant lover, Kyle
Norman, live on an island in the Florida Keys. Despite the idyllic setting,
there's trouble in paradise. Jaden isn't getting the love and affection he
needs and he's beginning to think he and Kyle are a mismatched pair.
After a bad fight, Jaden ends up in TomCats, a gay resort known for its
beautiful, top-heavy clientele. Jaden only wants one drink but he gets
more than he bargained for when he becomes the prey of a psychopath.
Owner Tom Kay comes to Jaden's rescue and sparks fly, but Tom is
hiding the fact he's a cat-shifter. Unable to forget the beautiful blond
human, Tom tracks him in catskin, but things go bad when he's trapped
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and taken to a feral cat shelter. When vet tech Jaden shows up on the
night shift, he plans to adopt the tomcat and make a house cat out of
him, but first the orange tabby has to be neutered... ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Laura Meets Jeffrey - Jeffrey Micheson 2012
A Real Life BDSM Memoir: Laura, 27, lingerie model whoring in a fancy
bordello to pay off her husband's gambling debt meets Jeffrey, 33, Apple
Records media wizard and creator of the celebrated sex magazine,
Puritan, and so begins this true shameless hilarious erotic cyclone.
"Funny, salacious, perversely-dare I say it? Uplifting!" From the
Foreword bequeathed by Norman Mailer "One of the best non-fiction
works I've ever read." From the Introduction by Legs McNeil
Sweet Surrender - Maya Banks 2012
Searching for the man who had killed his partner, Dallas cop Gray
Montgomery follows a trail of clues that lead to a link between the
murderer and Faith, a beautiful stranger, but when he tries to get close
to her to uncover the truth, he discovers that his actions have now made
Faith a target. Original.
His Harlot - S. M. LaViolette 2020-05-05
What's the most ruinous mistake a harlot can make? Falling in love with
her client ... Edward Fanshawe is everything Nora Hudson wants in the
bedroom--and everything she should avoid out of it. He gives her the
pain, humiliation, and domination she craves from a sexual partner, but
his search for the perfect, blue-blooded wife means the last thing Nora
should do is fall for him. Except...it's too late. She already has. When
Edward offers to make Nora his mistress, the idea of being utterly under
his dominion is as terrifying as it is titillating. As much as she wants to
stay with Edward forever, she worries that living with the man she loves-the man who takes everything her body has to give and wants nothing to
do with her heart--will eventually destroy her. But then Nora meets the
woman Edward intends to marry and her situation becomes considerably
more complicated. And erotic... *** His Harlot is an angsty, dark,
standalone historical erotic romance novel featuring consensual S&M,
BDSM and both M/F, F/F, menage, voyeurism, exhibitionism, explicit love
scenes, and YES, a happily ever after! This is EROTIC ROMANCE, not
erotica. That means this has a real story and lots of it.
Sugar and Spice - Leda Swann 2009-03-17
Even the primmest Victorian garb cannot mask Gwendolyn's delectable
attributes—yet her handsome husband regards her with icy disdain. She
has but one chance to save her marriage and avert a future of dashed
hopes and despair . . . and it requires a visit to a house where sensuality
reigns. Unable to satisfy the needs of the man she adores, Lillian is
devastated when he seeks the amorous attentions of another. But there
are passionate lessons to be learned if she joins the lovers in their erotic
hideaway. . . To possess a bride as voluptuous and exciting as Cora
would be any man's dream, yet Gareth cannot understand why the
woman he wed despises him so. Still, he will not give her up without a
fight, though it may take extraordinary imagination to make Cora's most
wicked secret fantasies come true. So sweet. . . So hot!
Unfair Advantage - Qwillia Rain 2009-08-01
Master and part owner of the Diablo Blanco Club, C. Brysson "Bryce"
Halsey is used to being in control and making important decisions. When
a long-time enemy threatens to destroy the family business, he turns to
his best friend for help. Mattilda "Mattie" Lawrence knows her boss (and
best buddy) well. Well enough to worry if her curiosity about submission
could turn his proposed "marriage of convenience" into long, steamy
sessions under his Dominant hand. After demanding a week-long trial
period before saying "yes" to tying the knot, this sassy sub knows that
the spankings, the toys, and the promise of a menage aren't the only
things tempting her. It may take breaking a few of his rules to win her
Master's heart...but what's a little flogging between friends? "Publisher's
Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic language, and
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situations that some readers may find objectionable: Anal
play/intercourse, BDSM theme and content, including/not limited to
spanking; menage (m/f/m), voyeurism."
New Erotica 5 - 2011-06-01
Jessica must draw deep on the depraved longings of her imagination in
order to protect herself from her perverse husband. Nothing is
forbidden. No methods are too extreme. But when she's finished,
everyone will know that pretty faces hide the most sinful thoughts The
training at Cloughton Wyke Hydro is more severe than Prudence is
prepared for, involving as it does strict discipline, tight rubber uniforms
and an education in the application of bizarre and exotic treatments.
Ruthless and beautiful, Hera leads the Black Garter with a merciless
hand. Her elite group of prefects secretly patrols the Kilgrimol Finishing
School for Young Ladies. They help her to administer cruel and
degrading punishments whenever Hera deems it necessary. New recruits
are subjected to humiliating initiations, but the treasured prize of
acceptance makes it a sacrifice worth enduring. These are just three of
the stories featured in the fifth volume of the very best of erotic writing
from Nexus. Also included are stand-alone stories from Penny Birch,
Aishling Morgan, Maria del Rey and Jennifer Jane Pope.
Training the Maid - Faye Valentine
Camryn owed her life to the Suttons for getting her off the streets and
giving her a job even if it was as their maid, so when Alex took her to the
dungeon for some kinky fun she was more than happy to oblige, but
when the cane came out and her limits tested, she was faced with a
choice. Accept it with grace and dignity, or give up pleasuring the
Suttons for good.
The King's Pleasure - Norah Lofts 2008-12-02
Norah Lofts’s tales of royal Britain have stood the test of time. This
international bestseller powerfully tells of the life of Katharine of Aragon,
from her childhood in Spain to her reign and downfall in England as the
first wife of Henry VII. A princess by birth and a queen by marriage,
Katharine always held the highest aspirations for her life, never doubting
a vision both she and her mother, Isabella of Spain, had of her becoming
one of the great rulers of Europe.
The Dom's Dungeon - Cherise Sinclair 2010-08
Foster child. Teenage whore. Now a veterinarian, MacKensie's turned
her life around, but the scars remain. She saves her affection for the
animals who never judge or scorn her, but it's time to get out, move on
from her past in Iowa. So, she arranges a vacation exchange to job hunt
in Seattle. Although the house is lovely, one room is locked. Her years in
foster care have given her two 'gifts': a neurosis about locked doors and
the ability to open them. After she gets into the room, she's
appalled...and intrigued. Chains and manacles, whips and paddles, odd
benches with straps... When Alex returns home days early and finds
MacKensie draped over the spanking bench in his locked dungeon, he's
furious. But her wariness arouses his protective nature and curiosity, so
he strikes a deal to keep her close-she'll act as his submissive in
exchange for a place to stay and help finding a job. He'd planned to use
the veterinarian to deter an ex-girlfriend, not replace her, but with
MacKensie's compelling mixture of strength and vulnerability, the little
sub slides right into his well-defended heart.
Masked Emotions (The Five Book Series) - V.E. Campudoni 2017-01-29
Carnal Compromise - Robin L. Rotham 2019-03-09
When you're down on the farm, things are bound to get dirtyIJoe Remke
just has one qualification for his lovers-he wants them gone before
sunrise, which makes his new bunkmate AJ about as safe as a woman can
be around him. It also makes his determination to sleep with his boss
downright stupid, because if Brent ever gives in, he'll be looking for a
new job.Brent Andersen knows sex with his right-hand man Joe is
inevitable, but he's not going down without a fight. Putting the new
female hired hand in their cramped RV was a stroke of genius, taking the
heat off him while protecting her from the horny guys on his custom
farming crew.AJ Pender's bunkmates may hide their feelings for each
other from the rest of the crew, but they aren't fooling her-Brent and Joe
are hot for each other, and it's all she can do not to cry at the thought.
Not that they'd be interested in her, of course, and if they ever found out
she fantasizes about being the meat in their farmer sandwich, they'd
probably die laughing.Fortunately for Brent and Joe, fantasies have a
way of outing themselves and AJ's are right up their alley. But even
three-ways have their risks, and AJ can serve as a buffer for only so long
before the tension between them explodes.Warning: Flying BOBs aheadand that's just the warm-up! Strap yourself in for a wild ride complete
with ménage, m/m, and a voyeuristic f/f scene hot enough to make three
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grown men beg for mercy.
Taken - Selena Kitt 2008-11
Lizzy's friendship with her older boss, Sarah, turns into something
deeper and much more exciting one rainy day after work, and Lizzy finds
herself drawn into a world she never knew existed. Sarah has a dominant
streak, and as she leads Lizzy into the role of a submissive, the two
women become closer than they ever thought possible. But while Sarah,
hurt too many times, wears a ring, and tells guys she's "taken," Lizzy
knows she secretly longs for a man. Determined to find one for them
both to share, Lizzy is just about to give up when a dark, handsome,
virile answer shows up right under her nose. Lizzy may think she and
Sarah are going to seduce David--but she underestimates their handsome
co-worker, and David turns the tables on them both. But will he be able
to tame the untameable Sarah?-------Warnings: This title contains erotic
situations, graphic language, BDSM elements (domination, submission)
and a sexy menage a trois (MFF threesome) that gives new meaning to
the word "sandwich."-------EXCERPT:We found our way to her apartment,
which was as familiar to me as home now. Sarah told David to make
himself comfortable and we went to change. Her work clothes gave way
to a pair of blue sweats and a U of M t-shirt. I noticed she wasn't wearing
a bra, and her nipples were still hard from her run through the rain.She
offered me her robe while my clothes dried. I was struck with an eerie
sense of déjà vu as I slipped on her old terrycloth robe, pale pink and
fraying at the edges, the most un-sexy thing I could imagine. I sighed as I
tossed my blouse and skirt—which I'd been so sure would entice home
some young hottie tonight—into the dryer.Sarah slipped her hands under
my robe before I tied it, one hand kneading the sensitive flesh of my belly
just above my pubic hair, the other slipping behind me to my lower back.
I knew everything I was feeling showed in my eyes because I could see it
reflected in her own, and she kissed my eyelids closed and then kissed
my mouth, a gentle, tender and reassuring kiss.I breathed a shaky sigh
and she spent a moment feathering kisses on the sweet spot on my neck,
just below and behind my ear, which she knew made me instantly wet.
Her hand on my belly kneaded lower, slipping under the elastic of my
panties and through my pubic hair.I heard and felt her breath quicken
with my own when she found and parted my pussy lips, slipping two
fingers through my slit, one on each side of my already swollen clit. I
moaned when she wiggled her fingers and she stopped the sound with
her mouth against mine. I wondered at her boldness, and glanced toward
the door, which was open, but out of the line of sight of the living room
where we'd left David.Her two fingers moved easily—so wet
already!—and found the thin and sensitive sheath of skin covering my
clit. The sensation was exquisite, her touch practiced and deft. She
applied just a small amount of pressure to the tiny bud of flesh, not so
much directly on my clit, just allowing that sweet layer of skin to do the
work, rubbing it in slow and easy circles with the flat of her fingers.Her
hand on my lower back allowed her to guide me, support me, and I let my
head fall back, pushing my hips forward to meet her hand. She pushed
me back against the wall, making faster circles now, easing me gently
upward. She pressed her mouth to my ear so I could feel her breath and I
whimpered. My nipples rubbed against the terrycloth as I rocked my
hips, and I sighed when she slipped both fingers down and pressed them
into me as deeply as she could.“He's got a big, hard cock for you, Lizzie,”
she whispered, stretching me open even further with both fingers, and
then slowly sliding in a third. My eyes flew open at the sensation and the
thought. “Do you want it?”
Gentle Rogue - Johanna Lindsey 2020-12-29
It's romance on the high seas in this brand new edition of the third book
in the beloved Malory series from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Johanna Lindsey. Heartsick and desperate to return home to America,
Georgina Anderson boards the Maiden Anne disguised as a cabin boy,
never dreaming she'll be forced into intimate servitude at the whim of
the ship's irrepressible captain, James Mallory. The black sheep of a
proud and tempestuous family, the handsome ex-pirate once swore no
woman alive could entice him into matrimony. But on the high seas his
resolve will be weakened by an unrestrained passion and by the highspirited beauty whose love of freedom and adventure rivals his own.
She's With Me - Jessica Cunsolo 2020-01-09
Moving to a new town to escape her dark past, Amelia Collins is
determined to keep her head down and finish her senior year. But her
plan is proving difficult when she runs into Aiden Parker - the school's
hottest bad boy. Initially she can't imagine anyone worse than Aiden - his
good looks can't possibly excuse his bad attitude. But soon she'll realise
there's more to him than meets the eye. Now, Amelia needs to find a way
to survive senior year and not get distracted by Aiden - or his gorgeous
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best friend, and complete player, Mason. With new friends, rivalries, love
triangles and hilarious pranks, she has enough to deal with - that is until
her past comes back to haunt her . . .
Loving Doctor Vincent - Renea Mason 2016-06-12
The final installment of the Good Doctor Trilogy. After becoming
entwined the Society's web of deceit, Elaine Watkins has to decide who
she can trust. Xavier's tempting declarations of marriage are over
shadowed by the ominous warnings of a dead man, leaving her to ponder
if there can ever be a happily-ever-after for Xavier, Marco, or Sebastian?
For her? Finding herself in Victoria's crosshairs, Elaine begins to see the
bigger picture unfold and claims her role in the Society's diabolical playacknowledging that since coincidences are rarely the work of fate, it's
time to create a little chaos of her own.
From Sanctum with Love - Lexi Blake 2016-02-23
Psychologist Kai Ferguson has had his eye on Kori Williamson for a long
time. His assistant is everything he’s ever wanted in a partner—smart,
caring, witty, and a bit of a masochist. More than a little, actually, but
that’s the problem. Kori won’t admit her own desires. She’s afraid of him
and what he has to offer. Luckily for her, helping patients face their fears
is one of his specialties. Kori knows she wants Kai. Her boss is the most
amazing man she’s ever met. She’s also smart enough to stay away from
him. Having been down this road before, she knows it only leads to
heartache. She’s just found a place where she can belong. Another failed
relationship is the last thing she needs. It’s better to guard her heart and
let Kai think she’s frightened of his dark, dominant nature. When Kai is
recruited for an operation with McKay-Taggart, everything is turned
upside down. Kai’s brother, international superstar Jared Johns, is in
town and Kai must juggle his family issues along with a desperate hunt
for a serial killer. The investigation throws Kori and Kai together, and
they quickly discover the chemistry between them is undeniable. But
even if their newfound love can survive his secrets and her lies, it may
not be enough to save them both from a killer’s twisted obsession. A
Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
A Groom For the Earl - A Sexy Gay M/M BDSM Historical
Victorian-Era Erotic Romance Short Story From Steam Books Melody Lewis 2013-05-26
The Earl of Whitecliff has a reputation for being eccentric and coldhearted, but to a groom desperately seeking work such as Allen, this
accounts for nothing, and so he goes to work for the Earl’s stables.
Quickly, he realizes just how strange the Earl’s methods are, especially
when it comes to punishment, though he also discovers something else –
how even the coldest hearts can melt in the flames of passion.
WARNING: This 4,500-word story is a steamy read that features hot gay
M/M scenes in a historical Victorian-era setting, kinky BDSM action,
whips, butt plugs, anal sex, romance, dominance and submissive action,
and may be too much for timid readers!
Conquering the Countess - Em Brown 2017-06-13
Highlander's Love - Mariah Stone 2020-12-15
She's on the run. He's digging in. When their destinies collide in
medieval Scotland, will they forge a love for the ages? Afghanistan, 2020.
US Army officer Amber Ryan never imagined her honor would come
under fire. Framed for murdering her ex-boyfriend, she flees to Scotland
and hides out in the ruins of Inverlochy Castle. But when a Highland
faerie transports her back in time, she's catapulted into a fierce skirmish
fighting alongside a handsome warrior. The Scottish Highlands, 1308.
Rebellious rake Owen Cambel refuses to serve the clan on any terms but
his own. Shocked when he witnesses a gorgeous dark-skinned woman
valiantly battling men in the castle, he risks life and limb to save her,
only to lead them both into English captivity. And as they plot their
escape, he loses his heart to the exotic beauty. Though Amber is careful
not to give too much away, she can't help falling for the rugged Scot. But
if Owen tries to protect the lovely lass, one misstep could doom the
future of his clan and change the course of history. Can the unlikely
couple conquer their foes and secure a happily-ever-after? Highlander's
Love is the fourth book in the enthralling Called by a Highlander time
travel romance series. If you like sweeping historical novels, interracial
passion, and courageous heroes, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's steamy
tale. Buy Highlander's Love to return to the arms of desire today!
Trials and Tiaras - Heather Long 2020-12-14
It's not true. It can't be.Four DNA tests. Only one positive. The man
claiming to be my father is quite literally the worst option imaginable.
This isn't happening to me. For the first time in my life, I know who I am
and where I want to be and, in the blink of an eye, everything is spinning
so utterly out of control.I thought the fight with Maddy was the worst
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thing I faced. It's not. I've grown up in a house of lies and it's all crashing
down on the five of us, and I have no idea how to protect the ones I love
best from the fallout. They've all made it clear, they're not going
anywhere. Worse, I don't know how to keep them from wading into this
fight. I can't imagine my life without all four of them. I don't want to. We
can survive this, right?*Please note this is a reverse harem and the
author suggests you always read the forward in her books. Contains
some bullying elements, mature situations, and is recommended for 17+.
This is the seventh in a series and the story will continue through future
books.
Pride and Punishment - Nia Farrell 2016-05-11
PRIDE AND PUNISHMENT is an erotic retelling of a Jane Austen classic.
Characters that you thought you knew...well, they're ready to reveal their
secret selves. Mr. Darcy is a Dominant. Miss Elizabeth Bennet is
submissive. Jane Bennet might be the only "handsome" woman in
Meryton, but puppy-like Charles Bingley needs a Mistress. Mr. Darcy
doesn't think Jane has what it takes and separates the couple. His
growing lust leads Mr. Darcy to confess his desire to dominate Miss
Elizabeth - a proposition that she mistakes for a proposal. Already
accused of less-than-gentlemanlike behavior, Darcy must find a way to
win the submissive heart of a woman who abhors him. Described as
"Pride and Prejudice meets 50 Shades of Grey," Pride and Punishment is
not your mother's Austen. This is a deliciously different BDSM erotic
romance written for ages 18+. The original dialogue has been kept intact
when possible. Passages modified to fit this retelling are rife with subtext
and laden with innuendo. The basic timeline is essentially the same as
Pride and Prejudice, but the characters populating the pages now include
Darcy's bisexual cousin Hugh, his dominant Aunt Catherine/Mistress Cat,
his "little" cousin Anne, his submissive sister Georgiana, kinky defiler-ofvirgins George Wickham, lesbian switch Caroline Bingley, and militiamen
who see more action in their bunks than out. This erotic Regency
romance includes MF relationships, MFM menage sexual congress, and
BDSM activities and is written for adults only."
Skylar's Guardians - Breanna Hayse 2016-08-23
From the #1 Multi-Genre Best Selling author Breanna Hayse- SKYLAR'S
GUARDIANS! This is the Original Sci-Fi Fantasy Age/Medical-Play that
started it all! Readers indulge in genetically perfected 'accoutrements',
alien ménage, disciplinary/sensual spankings, anal play, explicit sexual
scenes, exhibitionism and lots of other red-hot goodies that leave them
wanting more. A long-time victim of domestic violence and neglect,
Skylar is broken and abandoned in the middle of nowhere after her exboyfriend viciously abuses her. Believing that her life is over, the young
woman surrenders to her fate, finally accepting that she had lived in a
world that had never wanted or accepted her. Her injuries leave her
helpless to question the unexplained appearance of two enormous and
incredibly handsome men who return her to an unusual vehicle and
begin to nurse her back to health. It doesn't take long before she
concludes that the bizarre place, unfamiliar technology, and the
strangers' odd habits are not of Earth. Her twin rescuers are fascinated
by her physical appearance and proceed to learn all that they can about
the 'workings' of the human female. Using manuals that sound
suspiciously like the books written by her favorite erotic authors, they
learn how to properly raise and care for their new little pet. Instructed to
refer to them as 'Daddy' and 'Papa, ' Skylar is ordered to behave like a
good girl and follow their instructions for her well-being. Stubbornness
and a natural rebellious streak land the young lady in hot water with her
two unexpected guardians. Not only do they abide by the necessity of
administering sound spankings to her bare-bottom as suggested by the
'manuals' but they also adopt other methods of creative discipline that
focus on her derriere! Oddly enough, Skylar is happier than she has ever
been, yet she still struggles with the fear that comes with the past years
of abuse. The handsome aliens give her everything she could ever desirea home, food, clothing, wild and unbelievable, satisfying sex-but are they
capable of giving her the love that she longs for in the deepest part of
her soul? Life with her alien guardians also leaves her in an emotional
conundrum-does she accept their offer to stay with them in a world that
has done away with the human influence eons ago or does she return to a
world that has nothing to offer her, including life?
Maya's Triple Dare [Divine Creek Ranch 6] - Heather Rainier 2011-09-01
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/F/M/M, sex toys, public exhibition] Kendall has adored Maya from afar
for years, but he is done being her "go-to guy." He's always been her
confidant and her husband's best friend. Now widowed, Maya is through
with living life in half-measures and regrets never asking both men for
what she wanted. A posthumous letter reveals Maya's husband knew she
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loved Kendall and challenges her to follow her heart. During a visit to
Kendall and his brothers' ranch in Divine, Maya finds that her heart still
longs for a menage. Attraction blooms between Maya and his brothers:
intuitive, dominant Boone and quiet, somber Richard. Maya is
determined to not repeat the mistakes of the past, even if it costs her the
censure of the Divine Community. Does she dare to build a life with all
three handsome cowboys? Can Kendall, Boone and Richard protect her
when danger from her hometown knocks on their door? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Threesomes 10-Pack : Bundle 3 - Tori Westwood
Anal threesomes, ffm threesomes, mfm threesomes, double penetration
threesomes; these 10-pack bundles have it all! Stories Include : ‘The
Nurse Took Care Of My Husband,’ ‘Arousal Airways,’ ‘Another Woman In
Our House,’ ‘Taking His love While She Watches,’ ‘Taken By Both Of
Them At The Beach,’ ‘Double-Stuffed By My Boss And The Cabana Boy,’
‘Him And his Friend Squeezed Inside Me,’ ‘Taking Two On The Hike,’
‘Her Tiny Dress,’ and ‘My Husband Taught Him How To Satisfy Me.’
(threesome, anal, breeding, group, multiple, couples, sex, series,
collection, bundle, anthology)
My Daughter's Friends - J. D. Killi 2015-10-30
Reading can give you a pretty dirty imagination if you're not careful...
Lindsay's always been something of a shy girl. She's eighteen and a
virgin, and not at all ready for her induction into the hyper-sexual world
of college life. For whatever reason . But then something unexpected
happened. When she met.
Rajasthani Moon - Lisabet Sarai 2013-06-28
Neither kink nor curse can stop a woman with a mission. Cecily
Harrowsmith, secret agent extraordinaire, is a woman on a mission.
When the remote Indian kingdom of Rajasthan refused to remit its taxes
to the Empire, Her Majesty imposed an embargo. Deprived of the energyrich mineral viridium, essential for modern technology and development,
Rajasthan was expected to quickly give in and resume its payments. Yet
after three years, the rebellious principality still has not knuckled under.
Cecily undertakes the difficult journey to the rugged, arid land of the Raj
puts to determine just how it has managed to survive, and if possible to
convince the country to return to the Empire's embrace. Instead, she's
taken captive by a brigand who turns out to be the ruler's half-brother
Pratan and delivered into the hands of the sexy but sadistic Rajah Amir,
who expertly mingles torture and delight in his interrogation of the
voluptuous interloper. Cursed before birth by Amir's jealous mother,
Pratan changes to a ravening wolf whenever the moon is full. Cecily
uncovers the counter-spell that can reverse the effects of the former
queen's hex and tries to trade that information for her freedom. Drawn to
the fierce wolf-man and sympathising with his suffering, she volunteers
to serve as the sacrifice required by the ritual—offering her body to the
beast. In return, the Rajah reveal Rajasthan's amazing secret source of
energy. In the face of almost impossible odds, Cecily has accomplished
the task entrusted to her by the Empire. But can she really bear to leave
the virile half-brothers and their colourful land behind and return to
constraints of her life in England?
Papa's Desires - Sue Lyndon 2018-03-14
Be a good girl for papa. Twenty-two year old Hyacinth is finally getting
married. She eagerly looks forward to life with a papa who will love and
care for her. She hopes he will be a patient teacher, since no one will tell
her what actually happens between married people. Fortunately, her
friend Cammie has sent a letter with some explanations in it. However,
Hyacinth can't help but wonder if Cammie is making up tales. Men have
what? And they put it where? A chance encounter with the exceedingly
tall and handsome Lord Grayson gives Hyacinth a funny feeling in her
lady parts and she starts to wonder if there's some truth in her friend's
rather explicit letter. But, why is Hyacinth thinking about Lord Grayson
in that way, instead of her betrothed, Lord Kensington? When a twist of
fate results in Hyacinth marrying Lord Grayson instead of Lord
Kensington, she is both nervous and overjoyed. Her new papa gently
introduces her to the secrets of the marital bed and awakens desires she
never expected. He's as loving as she imagined a papa should be, but
he's also strict and won't hesitate to redden her bottom cheeks when
she's been a naughty little girl, among other intimate punishments that
leave her both blushing with shame and craving his touch. As time goes
on, she cannot help but think that she has been truly blessed and a
lifetime of love and happiness awaits her. But what will happen when
Papa discovers his little bride has been keeping secrets?
The Romance of Lust - Anonymous 2022-05-28
"The Romance of Lust, or Early Experiences" is a Victorian erotic novel
by an anonymous author in four volumes during 1873–1876. The book
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tells about the sexual adventures of Charlie Roberts, from his sexual
initiation as an adolescent to uncountable encounters and experiments
with men and women during his adult life.
The Damsel - Victoria Vale 2019-03-11
The Honourable Mr. Robert Stanley is heartbroken … After losing the
love of his life to another man, he stumbles into a public house looking to
drown his sorrows. The last thing he expects is to be approached with a
scandalous proposition. When Lady Cassandra Lane offers him one night
in an upstairs room with her, he leaps at the chance despite her
stipulation that he submit to her every whim. He wants nothing more
than to lose himself and forget his pain; allowing someone else control
seems a small price to pay for it. Little does he know that one night will
have the power to change everything. Lady Cassandra Lane is in a
constant state of rage… After her brutal assault at the hands of a lord,
she’s had her name and reputation dragged through the mud. Her family
and friends have turned their back on her, and she’s become a social
outcast. In the midst of it all, the anger and fear caused by the theft of
her innocence rules her existence, and Cassandra has had enough.
Deciding to take control of her circumstances, she sets out to find a man
with whom she can overcome her anxiety over physical intimacy. Robert
Stanley seems like an ideal choice—someone she can use for her own
ends and discard once she is done. However, she never anticipates that
their one encounter will lead to a craving for more. Even when she fights
him, all he wants is to save her from herself … Robert cannot understand
why he responds so readily to Cassandra’s dominant nature, or the
cruelty fueled by her anger. Nevertheless, he is drawn to her like a moth
to a flame—despite the possibility that she will only hurt him in the end.
As he falls rapidly under her spell, he begins to uncover Cassandra’s
deep, dark secrets, as well as her hidden pain. Even though she pushes
him away at every turn, he finds himself unable to walk away—especially
when it becomes clear that one of her secrets might just be the death of
her. She doesn’t need a hero … but if she’d let him, he might just be her
saving grace.
Her Grace's Stable - Joely Sue Burkhart 2014-06
Silence is his only defense. But no truth escapes his lady's whip. A Jane
Austen Space Opera, Book 2 Lady Violet Blackmyre, the daring "Black
Duchess" of the Queen's Light Dragoons, never thought she'd die a slow,
miserable death. Yet only days after being named Field Marshal of the
Britannian Army, she's been diagnosed with consumption. Giving Cole,
her devoted stable hand and "pony," his freedom is as easy as removing
his collar. Convincing him to seek another mistress will be impossible
should he learn of her condition. At all costs, she must spare him the pain
of witnessing her demise. Cole will not be pushed away so easily. When
he stumbles across a magnificent "stallion" being abused at an illegal
human auction, he is sure this wild, untamed brute is the challenge that
will re-engage his mistress's interest. Arthur is desperate to return to the
Iberian front, but betrayal and relentless torture have left him unable to
trust himself with a weapon, much less lead soldiers into battle. What's
more, Lady Blackmyre's dreadful secret is becoming more obvious by the
day...and the scourge tearing at her lungs may not be natural at all.
Warning: Ladies in positions of power and technological advances
invented by the infamous Lady Doctor Wyre. A menage a trois featuring a
brute of a stallion, a mischievous pony, and the Mistress with the will
(and the whip) to tame them both.
Submitting to the Marquis - Victoria Vale
Lady Sophie Baxter must wed a wealthy lord by the end of the Season, or
risk the ruin of her family. However, her father does not have just any
lord in mind. He’s set his sights on Simon Fitzwilliam, Marquis of
Ashton—a man known amongst the ton for being as cold and aloof as he
is rich and powerful. While his frigid gaze and reserved demeanor prove
intimidating, Sophie cannot help but wonder if there isn’t more to the
marquis than meets the eye. Curiosity leads her to accept the marquis’
suit, and before long she learns that Simon’s secrets are far darker than
she could have ever imagined. Darkest of all being the hidden chamber
behind a locked door, filled with ropes, restraints, and implements of
torture … a chamber her husband has specified she is never to enter.
Yet, Sophie soon discovers that what appear to be instruments of
torment are capable of unlocking the most exquisite pleasure.
Convincing him to teach her the ways of submitting to his dominance will
be easy. Uncovering the secrets of his heart and soul will be one of the
hardest things Sophie has ever done.
The Mistress of Pemberley - Delaney Jane 2017-11-27
The newlywed Elizabeth Bennet knows little of the ways of married life.
She's seen only the bickering nonsense of her parents, or the boring
world of her dear friend, Charlotte, and her husband, Mr. Collins. Yet,
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when Fitzwilliam takes her to his bed, Elizabeth soon realizes her
beloved Mr. Darcy is not entirely the gentleman she believed. He knows
how to please her, taking her to new and unimagined heights. As her
days descend into constant lusting for her husband's touch, she soon
discovers new desires she'd never imagined, exploring every tawdry
whim with her willing and wild husband. From Lady Carrington's
decadent Springtime Ball, to the secret clubs of London's Aristocracy,
follow this sordid erotic tale of Elizabeth's journey of discovery and
passion, and see just why they call her The Mistress of Pemberley.
Papa's Rules - Sue Lyndon 2018-02-28
Every girl needs a papa. Orphaned and living on the streets of London,
life held little hope for Cammie. That is, until Miss Wickersham took her
to Talcott House, where the unfortunate are given everything they
need...and then some...to become proper little ladies for the papas
selected for them by Miss Wickersham. Ever since her arrival at Talcott
House, Cammie has dreamed of the day she would belong to a papa of
her very own. A husband to love and protect her for the rest of her days.
Lord Alexander Cavendish has longed for a little girl to spoil and cherish.
When Miss Wickersham introduces him to nineteen-year-old Cammie, it's
love at first sight. However, he is not one to spare the rod and when
Cammie disobeys, he does not hesitate to bare her bottom and impose
proper punishment. In Papa's arms...and bed...Cammie finally
experiences the love and safety she has craved. And when Papa takes his
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bride over his knee for well-deserved discipline, Cammie's body responds
in a most unladylike manner. Despite his words of devotion, Cammie
wonders if a high-born man such as Lord Cavendish can truly be happy
with a girl from the streets. In order to secure his love, she is determined
to follow Papa's Rules.
Lady Doctor Wyre - Joely Sue Burkhart 2019-08-20
In a universe where ladies rule supreme...A mash-up of Jane Austen and
Firefly, this series puts ladies in charge-in space. If you love a Regency
romp and space opera, join Lady Wyre on her adventures.Hiding in the
backwards colony of Americus for seven years is preferable to even one
day of torture in the Tower of Londonium. Without her research or the
simplest of luxuries, Lady Wyre bides her time by dallying with the safe
and honorable Sheriff Gilead Masters.Until her other lover, the dashing
assassin Lord Sigmund Regret, arrives for their yearly solstice interlude
a few days early.While she's trying to keep her two men from each
other's throats, the colony's rebellion against Britannia becomes more
volatile. Her not-so-safe sheriff reveals a secret past that drags her
straight back into the dangerous chess game of politics. With the Queen's
Ravens closing in, Charlotte wearies of her life on the run. She fires a
warning shot across Britannia's bow.Cease hunting Lady Doctor Wyre-or
lose the technological power the Crown holds so dear. Forever.Alas, Dear
Reader, her two lovers may ruin her perfect plan by killing each
other.This volume also contains the free prequel, Lady Wyre's Regret.
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